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1. Those words that I spoke in CMD's Immaculate Conception Novitiate 
Nkongsamba a few years ago remain true and always a landmark for CMD. 
Pointing at that big reservoir of water that supplies water to the entire city of 
Nkongsamba, I observed, in the Holy Spirit, that it's not by chance that we have 
that reservoir of water standing opposite CMD's novitiate chapel in Nkongsamba. 
I was inspired to inform CMD that their ceaseless prayers, especially the 24-
perpetual-Rosary-drive, make CMD houses (and other Christian communities) the 
reservoir of graces distributed for global renewal and the life-force of the Church. 
As we observed, when there was no water in that reservoir, local persons in 
Nkongsamba were going around with empty containers looking distraught. It's 
even more so when prayers, especially (again) the 24-hour-Rosary-drive cease in 
our CMD houses. The force of renewal, secretly circulating around the places 
Heaven has situated us, slows down or ceases.  

2. CMD has been revealed to fill the earth 

Though we know that it's by God's grace that we become what we are, however, 
our manifest reward or the force of our physical presence in the world derive 
notably from those secret prayers and sacrifices. Those secret midnight Rosaries, 
ceaseless Hails of Mary, vigils, abstinence, Station of the Cross, etc. are like the 30 
years of the secret prayers and sacrifices of Jesus that brought abundant 3 years of 
physical ministry on earth. 

Think about it this way, those multitude of pilgrims and gigantic church, filled to 
the capacity, we see in Awhum Monastery Nigeria are physical manifestation of the 
many years of secret prayers, perseverance, and sacrifices of those Cistercian 
monks in the woods of Awhum. 

I encourage you brothers to take seriously all the hours of your prayers. Graces flow 
into the global reservoir for renewal as you stand in prayers. Even though you do not 
see it, that is the revelation received. Our strength and presence in the world will be 
reinforced in proportion to our ceaseless commitment to expand the Kingdom of 
Christ mostly through our hidden community prayers and sacrifices. Without our 
prayers and sacrifices we'll become empty and our force of influence in global renewal 
will dwindle. As you resume your community activities and return back to the 
seminaries, Brothers, please think in this way: every Hail Mary and hour of 24 hour 
rosary drive is important to keep the reservoir running with water of renewal. Kindly 
make effort to stand at your duty-post when you're the person/sentinel on schedule.  

In all, Brothers and Sisters of CMD, we should always thank the Holy Spirit, Who we 
know is the Founder and Administrator of CMD, for granting us a manifest 
result/harvest much more than our prayers and sacrifices deserve. 

Fr. Ignatius Mary 


